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his April, Sentosa Cove is once again proud to play host to the Singapore
Yacht Show 2014, which makes history as Asia’s largest exhibition of yachts
with over half a billion dollars worth of luxury vessels on display on our waters.
The show’s phenomenal year-on-year growth since its first edition in 2011 testifies
to its position as a landmark event for the region’s yachting community, mirroring
the Monaco Yacht Show’s allure to the boating elite in Europe.
We have put together some wonderful activities that you can enjoy together
as a family. Come Easter, the island beckons with a galore of egg hunts and
egg-citing festivities such as baking classes, bunny booths and even a diving
Easter bunny at the S.E.A. Aquarium at Resorts World Sentosa. We’ve also
featured two top spas on the island where Moms and Dads can indulge in some
well-deserved pampering on Mother’s and Father’s Day respectively.
Within the Sentosa Cove community, we had the pleasure of interviewing one of the
most accomplished retailers in the fashion and lifestyle industry, in addition
to visiting an oceanfront abode in Cape Royale, which has been artfully decorated
with an eclectic mix of Asian artefacts and furniture.
For those looking for a place to unwind, the World of Whisky (WOW) Bar at
Mövenpick Heritage Hotel is where you can savour a curated array of fine single
malts that will take the edge off a long work day. Alternatively, make your way to
Mykonos on the Bay at Quayside Isle, which boasts an idyllic setting that will
surely put you in the mood for a holiday in the Greek isles.
Have a delightful time exploring all that the island has to offer and enjoy the many
spring adventures that await!

Belladonnah Lim
The Editor
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ESSENTIAL NUMBERS
Sentosa Cove
Resort Management Office

Tel: 6275 9088 (Mon - Fri: 8.30am - 6pm)
Security Control Centre
(Cove Rangers)
Security Matters & Waterway Lock Control
Tel: 6277 5315 / 6 (24 hours)
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COVE PORTRAITS
COVE LIVING
COVE MARINE
ISLAND SPY
COVE SCENE

Buggy Valet Service

Tel: 9642 3975
This complimentary service is available at
the following times:
• Mon - Fri: 3pm - 10.15pm
• Sat, Sun & Public Holidays: 12nn - 10.15pm
Residents planning a party are encouraged
to arrange for their guests to use the buggy
service. For buggy service required beyond
the above timings, arrangements can be
made three days in advance for a fee.

Sentosa Island Enquiries

1800-SENTOSA (7368 672)

Come home to paradise
R e de fi n i ng t h e a rt of l uxury i sl a nd l iving, The Cl u b at Ca pel l a Singa pore is a
p ri vate e nc l av e w h e r e g ue s t s w il l enjoy t he qu int e s sent ia l Ca pel l a experienc e.

The Club at Capella Singapore offers Singapore’s most luxurious collection of serviced residences,
with 62 sea-facing suites, 10 penthouses and nine contemporary manors. Each suite and manor is equipped with
luxuriously-appointed facilities and offers a choice of breathtaking views of the South China Sea or lush greenery.
The manors, each with their own swimming pool, allow you to enjoy modern tropical living at its best.
Along with a private Club Concierge who will attend to your every need and request;
residents of The Club at Capella Singapore will enjoy preferential access to exclusive facilities
and services of the award-winning Capella Singapore.

2014 Forbes Travel Guide

– Five-Star Hotel

2013 Singapore Tourism Board – Best Hotel Experience
2013 Travel + Leisure

– World’s Best Service

To arrange for a private preview of your exquisite long stay experience,
please contact our Club Managers at +65 6591 5015 / theclub.singapore@capellahotels.com.
The Club at Capella Singapore 1 The Knolls Sentosa Island Singapore +65 6591 5015
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Residents’ Portal

https://residence.sentosacove.com
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• Traffic camera for Sentosa Gateway
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• Guests’ entry
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Land Transport Authority

1800-CALL LTA (2255 582)
Emergency
Police			999 (toll-free)
Ambulance / Fire		
995 (toll-free)
Non-emergency
Ambulance		
Police Hotline		
Traffic Police		
Pet Ambulance		
and Transport		
AAS Emergency		
Road Service
Marine Safety		
		

www.theclubcapellasingapore.com
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6325 2488

Let us know what you think of Cove Living and share your feedback or story
suggestions with us. We’d love to hear your travel stories and have you join us
in reviewing the latest dining and leisure hotspots. We also invite you to
showcase your beautiful home on the magazine and share more about your
favourite hobby, passion or collections. New to the Cove community? Tell us
more about yourself and we just might feature you in the magazine.
Feedback, editorial and advertising enquiries: cove_feedback@sentosa.com.sg
Editor: Belladonnah Lim
Coordinator: Pearlly Luo
The information contained in this magazine is provided in good faith. While Sentosa Cove Resort Management
(SCRM) makes reasonable effort to ensure information in this magazine is up to date and accurate, SCRM
does not make any representation or give any warranty as to currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of
any information in this publication. To the extent permitted by law, SCRM accepts no responsibility or liability for any
loss, damage or injury suffered by the user consequent upon, or incidental to, the information in this magazine.
Information and images in the magazine may not be reproduced without permission from SCRM.
COVER PHOTO BY: ONE°15 MARINA CLUB
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A S I AN

REFLECTIONS
When Thomas and Cecile Hofer moved into their oceanfront abode last year,
they were amongst the first residents to enjoy the tranquillity of Cape Royale.
Having called Singapore home for the past five years, the Swiss couple shares,
“We used to live close to the city and wanted to retreat to a more peaceful escape
at the end of the work day. Sentosa Cove offered us the best of both worlds
with its wonderful facilities, space and open areas to run and walk around,
coupled with an easy commute to the city and airport for work and travel.
It was the perfect choice for us.”
After living and working in various parts of Europe, Middle East, Asia and
Australia, and leading very nomadic lifestyles as management consultants for
over 20 years, the Hofers decided to settle in Singapore after their five children
have all grown up and left home. “We’ve lived here in the early 90s and
we love the climate, people and accessibility to outdoor activities, especially
since we are avid bikers and runners.”

The Hofers now run Paresa Collection, an interior and
lifestyle accessories firm which they founded in 2012, born
out of their shared passion for travel, interior décor and
luxury lifestyle essentials.
The couple says, “Having lived in different continents and
collecting pieces for our own homes, it was a natural
progression for us to incorporate our passion into a business
here in Singapore. Our collections are sourced from Europe
and Asia, allowing us to create an uniquely luxe feel from
this distinct blend of the two worlds. The key factors that we
look out for in our buying trips include heritage, artisanship,
craftsmanship and attention to detail, coupled with the right
choice of fabric and materials. We also focus on bringing in
one-of-a-kind pieces, handcrafted using traditional methods,
many of which are bespoke to our client’s orders.”
With a trained eye in home furnishing, it is no surprise that
the Hofer’s home is a masterful blend of antiques, furniture
and art from China, Indonesia and Vietnam, set against
a clean and sophisticated palette of white and wood.
PHOTOS: KENNETH ONG

Carefully curated and styled with Swiss elegance and
restraint, the Hofers have created a cohesive look that
does not overwhelm the senses, but showcases their
favourite pieces that have travelled with them for over
two decades on their extensive sojourns.
Arrayed in Asian resort flair, the thoughtful assortment
of personal treasures complements newly added artefacts
that yield surprising facts upon further inquiry. Pointing to
an intriguing item atop their Oriental credenza, Thomas
reveals that the decorative article is actually a Balinese rice
ladle crafted from buffalo horn, which is artfully displayed
together with an exquisite wooden tray adorned with
mother-of-pearl blossoms.
Originally a weaving table from Java, the rustic coffee table
in the heart of the living room, is beautifully contrasted
with a contemporary mirrored centrepiece of a Chinese
knot motif. Marrying the eclectic mix of East and West
is a classic striped sofa and an elegant pair of Ralph Lauren
chairs anchored on a woven straw rug.
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Cecile quips, “One of our most treasured items is a carpet gifted to us by
a Pakistani dignitary. We have collectibles from the Middle East, Europe
and Asia, and our regular sourcing trips across Asia make it difficult for me
to not constantly change our interior. My husband shakes his head every
time I try to do so!”
Thomas remarks, “We are luck y that Cecile has wonder ful taste in
interior design. Our inspiration comes from our Swiss roots blended
with our love for the East and tropical living. As the first residents to move
into this brand new condominium, our house was a blank canvas which
was rather daunting initially, but it presented us a great opportunity to
create a relaxing living space that expressed our personalities and tastes.
We favour classic pieces with a heritage twist and our style very much
reflects our love for the Orient.”
The generous balcony space overlooking the sea is naturally where the
Hofers like to unwind. The couple says, “Cape Royale has a lovely garden
and pool setting bordering right to the ocean. It is a beautiful sight in
the early morning, dotted with joggers along the coast. We simply love
sitting here in the evenings with a glass of wine, watching the sunset
as the ships go past.”
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Candy queen or fashion mogul? Sunaina Gill wears both
hats with panache as a director in her multimillion-dollar
family business Gill Capital, a home-grown lifestyle
conglomerate purveying a myriad of brands in food,
fashion and furniture. Sunaina oversees the Candylicious
brand of stores which she launched in 2009, and also
spearheads operations for H&M Thailand for which
the firm holds exclusive franchise rights, a prized feat
considering the Swedish giant’s penchant for owning and
running their own outlets in the global marketplace.

Sunaina shares, “My father started his business from a single
350sqft Royal Sporting House shop in Lucky Plaza in 1977,
and grew the company into a leading marketer, distributor
and retailer of over 60 top brands with 1,100 stores and
retail corners in 12 countries. My parents have an amazing
passion for retail, which is something I greatly admire and
have inherited from them. I’ve also learnt the importance
of honesty and hard work in this business.”

It is very gratifying to have been a part in developing the
Candylicious brand since its inception, from conceiving
the concept to executing its operations and delivering
the final product into the hands of our customers. In 2011,
Candylicious won Best New Entrant of the Year at the
Singapore Retailers Association Awards and Best Retail
Store Design at the MIPIM Asia Awards, which I count as
my proudest achievements in the business.”

In 2007, J.S. GiIl sold his family’s stake in Royal Sporting
House (RSH) to a Dubai-Indian consortium in an offer that
was too good to resist. At that time, Sunaina was living in
New York City, where she had spent six years studying and
working in the finance industry including stints in investment
banking, equity research and in the hedge fund sector.

While plans are underway to expand the candy corporation
in the region, her sights are now focused on conquering
Thailand’s shopping malls. She is on track to open yet
another four H&M stores by June, adding to the country’s
current tally of five outlets, which also includes the world’s
second largest H&M store in Bangkok’s CentralWorld mall.
Her younger brother, Sanveer Gill, works closely with her
in the business. She notes, “My brother and I complement
each other immensely. Sanveer brings a lot of creative
ideas to the table while I’m more organised and focused
on execution.”

The Singaporean beauty has retail in her blood, spanning
three generations of success. Her father, J.S. Gill, is one of
the most respected retail magnates and founder of Royal
Sporting House Limited. He learnt the trade from his father
who ran a thriving sporting goods business in Indonesia,
working his way through the line from sales to deliveries,
before venturing out to build his own empire.

“Gill Capital was formed in April 2007 after the sale of RSH.
I decided that it was the right time to return to Singapore
and join the business as I also wanted to be closer to my
family,” says Sunaina. As the deal included a non-compete
clause for three years, Gill Capital launched into food
and furniture instead, developing and introducing fresh
retail concepts such as Candylicious, Hershey’s Chocolate
World, and iwannagohome! to Singapore, Southeast Asia
and the Middle East.

The savvy retailer not only became known for his chain
of stores selling sports and golfing apparel, but also for
bringing some of fashion’s biggest names to Singapore,
including Zara, Massimo Dutti, Lacoste, Ted Baker and
Mango, which drew long queues to its boutiques during sale
season in the initial years of its launch. Local men and
women have him to thank for enlivening their wardrobes
with fashionable yet affordable outf its, and his hand in
transforming the high streets with global brands that
are now ubiquitous in today’s malls.

Candylicious is par ticularly close to her hear t. With
megastores in Resorts World Sentosa and Ngee Ann City,
the confectionery wonderland carries a whimsical array
of over 5,000 types of candy, chocolate and merchandise.
She says, “I was inspired by various retail concepts and
candy stores in the U.S. and Britain, and believed there
was an opportunity in the market to develop a unique and
quirky candy concept. After 10 months of market research
and visiting candy fairs in Europe and the United States,
Candylicious was born.
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Whenever she is back in Singapore, Sunaina unwinds at
her family home in Sentosa Cove. She adds, “I love the
serenity of Sentosa Cove. My mom Sajni Gill, who heads
iwannagohome!, the home fashion arm of our company,
is very good at sourcing for unique pieces to decorate the
house. The style is very much our own - modern yet artistic.”
Though retail is an unrelenting force that runs seven days
a week, Sunaina always finds time for her nearest and dearest.
She shares, “I spend my weekends reading, exercising,
relaxing and visiting our stores, as retail is essentially
a weekend business, but spending time with my family
and friends brings me the greatest pleasure. I work long
hours but I’m happy to say that I’ve finally found a balance
between work and life.”
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GOING GREEN ON SENTOSA COVE
ECO-ART
We often take for granted the ecosystems that sustain mankind. To raise
awareness on environmental sustainability and recycling, a thought-provoking
art installation entitled A Selfless Gift, will be displayed at Sentosa Cove Village.
Designed and created by alumni students from the School of The Arts (SOTA),
the sculpture is made from defective hangers fashioned into a shape of a tree,
alluding to the importance of plants and photosynthesis in our lives, and how
vital they are to our survival. Just like how trees convert carbon dioxide into
life-giving oxygen, the sculpture mirrors how we can recycle and transform
unwanted goods into other fruitful purposes. On a deeper level, the choice of
plastic and steel - both ubiquitous materials in our urban landscape - point to
how we have increasingly replaced the natural environment with synthetic
elements in our world today.

GREEN LOTS+BINS

RECYCLING RIGHT
Recycling is easy, once it’s done right. The majority of
household waste items can be recycled, such as plastics,
glass, paper and metals. You can make recycling a way of life
in your home simply by having two bins to sort your waste
according to what can and cannot be recycled.

If you own an electric car or are planning to buy one,
available now is an electric vehicle charging station
conveniently located at Sentosa Cove Village car park.
Other green improvements around the area include
new ‘Mix & Mingle’ recycling bins along the marina
walkway, complementing the existing sorting bins at
the bus bay. So the next time you need to dispose of
that soft drink can or plastic bottle, please be sure to
use the right bin and do your part for the environment.
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Containers should be emptied of their contents (i.e. no
leftover food, drinks or detergents) before being placed in
the bins to prevent contamination, whilst old clothing should
be bagged. Examples of non-recyclables are items with
food and liquid waste, composite materials (e.g. mechanical
pencil with plastic, rubber and metal components), light
bulbs, ceramics and porcelain.
Once you have set up a system in place and make recycling
a virtuous habit in your family, going green will become
second nature and you can do your par t to reduce the
impact on our environment.

MEGA
YACHT
SHOW

coveMarine
Now in its fourth edition, the event is held during the Singapore Maritime Week, which gathers
the international maritime community for a series of conferences, dialogues, exhibitions and events
organised by the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore.
The Singapore Yacht Show continues to attract the world’s finest names in the yachting industry,
consolidating its position as the region’s principal consumer-facing industry event. Top international
brands exhibiting for the first time include Alloy Yachts, Lürssen, Heesen Yachts, Edmiston &
Company, Fraser Yachts, Perini Navi/Picchiotti, Philippe Briand, Porto Montenegro, Rossinavi Yachts,
Sunreef Yachts, Y.CO, and Yacht Zoo. They join an illustrious list of peers returning to the exhibition
such as Palmer Johnson and Sanlorenzo.

Luxury yachts valued at half a billion dollars will sail
into Sentosa Cove for the Singapore Yacht Show
2014, which takes place once again from April 10
to 13 at ONE°15 Marina Club. This year’s show
is the biggest yet, presenting Asia’s largest-ever
exhibition of over 100 luxury boats and vessels
across the whole boating spectrum, with 50%
more on-water display space compared to the
2013 edition.

S/Y VERTIGO

Andy Treadwell, managing director of Singapore Yacht Events,
says this year’s surge in interest is testament to the global
yachting industr y’s recognition of Asia as an important
emerging market, and an affirmation of the show’s ability
to attract a high calibre of clientelé to meet the marketleading builders and brokers.
Popular opinion seems to indicate that the Singapore
edition is now considered the most important industry
event in Asia, in the same way as Fort Lauderdale is the
leading show in America, and Monaco and Cannes are
the must-attend events in Europe.
Treadwell says, “The show has grown tremendously over
the four years since we started, practically doubling in
size at each edition, with a significant number of boats sold,
especially during last year’s show. The Singapore Yacht Show
has become the principal marketing platform in Asia for all
the big boating and yachting brands, and plays an important
role in growing the numbers of boating enthusiasts who
will one day become superyacht charterers and buyers.”

The 67m S/Y Vertigo is one of the most celebrated
superyachts in the world, having won the 2012 World
Superyacht Awards’ Sailing Yacht of the Year and the
Prix Du Design Award at the Monaco Yacht Show in
2012. Presented by Alloy Yachts in collaboration with
Y.Co, Vertigo is designed by renowned naval architect
Philippe Briand who will also be at the show, and
embodies the ultimate in modern elegance with its
clean lines and chic interiors.
In addition to a breathtaking array of superyachts, visitors
to the 2014 event can also look forward to displays of
fine art, modern supercars, classic cars and luxury property
whilst revelling in the party atmosphere on the boardwalks
of Quayside Isle and at W Singapore - Sentosa Cove.
Headlining the stellar line-up of nautical beauties at the
Singapore Yacht Show 2014 are the striking S/Y Vertigo,
contemporary explorer yacht M/Y Exuma, and elegant
cruiser M/Y Cloud 9. Another show stopper is The Royal
Albatross, the world’s only four-mast tall ship available
for charter.

S/Y Vertigo
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Sanlorenzo 46 Steel

M/Y EXUMA
Since her launch in 2010, the innovative 50m M/Y Exuma by Perini Navi has
ventured to some of the most exciting destinations in the world and
is represented by Fraser Yachts for charter. Her numerous awards include
‘Asia-based Charter Yacht of the Year’ at the Asia Boating Awards 2012,
amply demonstrating her popularity in the wider Asian region.

M/Y CLOUD 9

Amongst the yachts exhibiting in the region for the first time are the brand new 88 Motor Yacht
by Princess Yachts and classic Indonesian motor sailing yacht Dunia Baru by Northrop & Johnson
Asia. Heralding a new era in cruising catamaran design, Simpson Marine’s Lagoon 52 is another
exciting new arrival, together with the sleek Silver Bullet by Chris Craft, featured in the hit movie
Twilight - Breaking Dawn. Other notable gems at the show are the 134ft Sanlorenzo 40 Alloy, which
pioneered the much imitated foldable terrace balconies, and the five-decked 151ft Sanlorenzo 46 Steel,
both presented by Luxury Yachts.

ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS:

Azimut 64 offered by Simpson Marine

THE ROYAL ALBATROSS
While tall ships worldwide are largely used for cruising or
cadet training, The Royal Albatross is specially-designed for
luxury corporate and private charter, as well as dockside
events. With her 22 traditionally-rigged sails, The Royal
Albatross combines the romance of a magnificent tall ship
with modern safety, navigation, communications and audio
visual support systems, whilst maintaining her historical
and classic elegance.

Making her Asian debut is the stunning 60m M/Y Cloud 9
from Burgess Yachts, boasting a 20m inf latable slide,
a jacuzzi and luxurious cabins that can sleep 15 guests.
Designed by Andrew Winch and built by CMN, this
one-of-a-kind charter yacht also carries two jetskis,
and a sk i and wakeboard boat , representing the
quintessence of an elite boating lifestyle.

Hanse 575 offered by Aquacraft

Leopard 51 Powercat offered by SG Boating

Jenneau 57 offered by Jenneau
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40

YEARS
OF
SKY

For many overseas visitors, the cable car is more
HIGH
likely to be a means of scaling mountain tops than
FLIGHTS
a scenic gateway to an island paradise. But here
in urban Singapore, it is an iconic des tination
in itself, a multi-faceted joyride through f ive For many Singaporeans, the cable car holds nostalgic
different attractions and ever-changing vistas of memories of childhood outings, romantic rendezvous
the city, harbour, greenery and sea.
and family excursions over its four-decade history.
Celebrating its 40 th anniversary this year, the Singapore
Cable Car is unlike any other ropeway in the world.
A ticket includes admission into Sentosa as well as Asia’s
first Cable Car Museum. Passengers can hop off at Mount
Faber station to explore Mount Faber Park and stroll
through one of Singapore’s oldest hilltop parks, before
dropping by The Jewel Box for a sip and a meal amidst
resplendent vistas from the peak.

TRICK
The Eye

IN A

When the Singapore Cable Car first opened in 1974,
locals jostled alongside tourists forming long queues to
experience the thrilling sky high journey and mar vel
through its panoramic windows.
While it remains the most spectacular way to enter Sentosa,
the Singapore Cable Car has also evolved with the times,
of fering unique thematic rides and memor able new
concepts such as Sky Dining experiences onboard.

THROUGH THE YEARS

OF

Korea’s popular Trickeye Museum featuring illusionary
three-dimensional masterpieces, will open its first overseas
outlet at Resorts World Sentosa’s Waterfront precinct
in mid-2014.

1974

1994

1999 - 2000

Singapore Cable Car
opened its 1.75km
ropeway to the public,
with 43 Swiss-made
cabins at a cost of
$5.8 million.

The second generation
cable cars took flight
with doubled capacity
and automated sliding
doors following an
$11 million revamp,
taking up to 8,000
passengers daily.

12 glass-bottomed
cabins were introduced,
adding another dimension
of excitement to the
cable car ride.

2010

2014

A fleet of 67
Singapore Cable Car
state-of-the-art cable
celebrates 40 years of
cars was unveiled after operations, welcoming over
a $36 million makeover, a million guests annually.
complete with sleek
chrome trimmings,
UV-protected panels and
glowing LED lights.
The world’s first
bejewelled cabin was
also launched.

Derived from the French compound word ‘trompe-l’oeil’,
which means ‘trick of the eye’, the interactive museum
allows guests to be subjects within the artworks through
clever lighting and optical illusions that create a multidimensional effect in the display. The playful and imaginative
concept has already garnered many fans since it was launched
in Seoul’s Hongdae district in 2010. Visitors relish the
opportunity to touch and interact with the various works
of art, taking photographs in the process, making it a hit
with the young and old alike.

JOYRIDE MEMORIES

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS

Trickeye Museum will showcase 80 exhibits across the
six themes of Love, Circus, Masterpiece, Safari, Fairytale and
Adventure. The works displayed will also be unique to
Singapore, reflecting its dynamic mix of East and West as
well as other remarkable traits of the city.

Take a walk down memory lane and share with us your
favourite cable car moments in photographs and stories.
Submit them online at contest@mountfaber.com.sg with your
name and contact details, and stand a chance to win a night’s
stay at Shangri-La’s Rasa Sentosa Resort & Spa, Singapore
and other attractive prizes! Closing date is 4 May 2014.

If you have never been on the Singapore Cable Car, now is
the best time to hop onboard! Enjoy 40% savings on ticket
prices and pay only $15.60 (U.P. $26) per adult and $10
per child (U.P. $15). This promotion is valid for all DBS,
POSB and NTUC cardholders and SingTel customers till
4 May 2014.
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The seventh edition of the HSBC
Women’s Champions was undoubtedly
the most competitive yet, with all of
the world’s top 10 ranked golfers on
the course amidst a stellar field of 63
golfers from 18 countries. The 72-hole
tournament attracted 49 of the top
50 players from the Final 2013 LPGA
Money List and 27 of the world’s top
30 ranked players from the Rolex
Women’s World Golf Rankings, all vying
for the $1.4m championship purse.
The beautiful Serapong golf course
played host to top seeds Inbee Park,
Suzann Pettersen, Karrie Webb and
2013 champion Stacy Lewis, alongside
emerging talents including American
t e e n se n sat io n Le x i T h o m pso n ,
New Zealand’s Lydia Ko and 15 year-old Amanda Tan from Singapore,
the youngest to compete in the
t o u r n a m e nt ’s h i s t o r y.
Victory was sweet for American Paula
Creamer, who took home the title in
dramatic style. She leapt for joy after
sinking a miraculous 75ft putt at the
second extra hole to defeat Azahara
M u n oz , e n d i n g a fo u r -ye a r d r o u g h t
since her last LPGA win in the 2010
U.S. Women’s Open.

CLIPPER 2013-14 ROUND THE WORLD YACHT RACE

2014 HSBC WOMEN’S CHAMPIONS

12 to 19 February 2014 | ONE°15 MARINA CLUB

27 February to 2 March 2014 | SENTOSA GOLF CLUB

ONE°15 Marina Club in Sentosa Cove warmly welcomed
12 teams from the world’s longest ocean race as they
made a pit stop in Singapore at the end of Race 8 after
a gruelling 32 days at sea. Team Henri Lloyd clinched
first place after a tight finish with team GREAT Britain in
second, whilst team OneDLL was crowned third. The teams
were thrilled to sail into Singapore after a particularly long
and arduous race from Brisbane, which saw challenging
weather conditions including severe squalls, wind holes
and stifling temperatures.
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Following a week of rest and relaxation in Sentosa Cove,
the teams departed for Qingdao on their 70-foot ocean
racers for the next leg of the competition. 670 people
from over 40 nations are competing in this event,
established by legendary sailor Sir Robin Knox-Johnston
in 1995 to give everyone, regardless of sailing experience,
an oppor tunity to discover the exhilaration of ocean
racing. The 40,000-mile Clipper Race around the world
spans a total of 16 stages and 11 months, before it
concludes in London for the grand finalé in July.
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THIS SEASON’S HIGHLIGHTS
JAZZ NIGHTS WITH
JEREMY MONTEIRO

Wednesday and Thursday, 7.30pm | Friday, 8pm

BOB’S BAR, CAPELLA SINGAPORE

OCEAN DREAMS SLEEPOVER
19 April, 5pm to 20 April, 10am

S.E.A. AQUARIUM, RESORTS WORLD SENTOSA
This Easter weekend, enjoy an unforgettable sleepover in the
world’s largest aquarium, surrounded by shimmering schools
of fish and over 100,000 marine animals in the spectacular
Open Ocean Habitat. This fun and educational overnight
stay promises to be an egg-citing adventure filled with plenty
of surprises. Look out for a diving Easter bunny, take part in
eggs-treme challenges and enjoy a 90-minute guided tour with
a behind the scenes look in this majestic underwater world.

Singapore’s King of Swing, Jeremy Monteiro has taken
up residency at Bob’s Bar and will entertain guests
with his accomplished jazz artistry on the piano.
From Wednesday to Friday, unwind to captivating
tunes played by this celebrated music icon and sway
under the stars amidst the bar’s old world charm.

$193 (Adult), $173 (Child), $688 (Family Package - 2 Adults + 2 Children)
For more information and bookings, visit www.rwsentosa.com.

For reser vations, call 6591 5047 or email
bobsbar.singapore@capellahotels.com.

THE 5K FOAM RUN
24 and 25 May, 9am to 5pm

SILOSO BEACH
Have you ever walked on water or gone through a human car wash?
Brace yourself for the first ever Foam Run, a 5km obstacle race course
filled with lots of fun and foamy activities! Starting at Siloso Beach,
the race winds through the beautiful coastal jogging tracks to Palawan
Beach and back, dotted with a series of ‘foam-tastic’ obstacles,
inflatable slides and bouncy terrains along the way. The race is open to
anyone above 12 years old and registration closes on 4 May 2014.
Price: $78 per person (inclusive of a race pack)
For more information and registration, visit www.the5kfoamrun.com.sg.
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EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES
COVE STADIUM
#01-04/05 Quayside Isle • Tel: 6734 0530
Tuck into delicious grilled meats and seafood in this family-friendly sports entertainment
bar and grill.

Enjoy 15% off a la carte food orders (dine-in only) and extended Happy
Hours till 10pm daily.
Discount is not valid for land and sea sports platter.

MOUNT FABER LEISURE GROUP
109 Mount Faber Road • Tel: 6377 9688
Enjoy the beauty of nature amidst stunning harbour views, whether you’re on a scenic
joyride or dining atop the peak of Mount Faber.
SINGAPORE CABLE CAR

•

Cove resident access cardholders enjoy a free cable car joyride and
can purchase up to three additional tickets at 50% off.

•

Enjoy 25% off regular-priced products at Singapore Cable Car Gift
Shops (Mount Faber and Sentosa).

SPUDS & APRONS AND FABER BISTRO

•

Enjoy 20% off food and beverages.

Not valid for Sky Dining.

WAVE HOUSE SENTOSA
36 Siloso Beach Walk • Tel: 6238 1196
Ride the waves or simply relax by the beach at the seaside restaurant and bar serving
modern Californian and Asian cuisine.

•

Enjoy 1-for-1 promotion on wave rides, food and beverages on Wednesday
and from 6pm on Friday.

•
•

Enjoy 2-for-2 promotion on wave rides from 6pm on Saturday.
Complimentary parking at Beach Station car park with any purchase.

Promotions are not valid on public holidays.

GOGREEN SEGWAY® ECO ADVENTURE
Beach Station • Tel: 9825 4066
Explore the beautiful beaches of Sentosa while gliding effortlessly on a Segway® or
manoeuvre through a series of twists and turns on our Fun Ride circuit.

•
•

Enjoy 15% off Segway Fun Rides and Segway Eco Adventure Rides
Enjoy 10% off Sentosa Segway Tour and 20% off Bicycle Rentals

Enjoy these privileges when you present your Residents’ Access Card. Residents are advised to make reservations in
advance to avoid disappointment. For full promotional details, terms and conditions accompanying these offers,
visit https://residence.sentosacove.com. Privileges are not valid in conjunction with any other promotions, discounts or vouchers.
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Try topping this for a loft to call your own - a $100-million
triplex penthouse is set to make history as New York’s
most expensive apartment. Perched atop the 43-storey
50 United Nations Plaza, the plush 17,000 square foot
residence boasts an infinity pool overlooking stunning
views of the iconic Chrysler building and East River
against the metropolitan skyline.

Within its glass-enclosed interiors, a steel spiral staircase
weighing more than ten thousand pounds connects the
upper and lower living spaces of the 14-bedroom penthouse.
Designed by renowned architect Foster+Partners, the new
luxury condominium occupies a prestigious location across
from the United Nations headquarters and will be completed
in late 2014.
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Marni

Mulberry

Stella
McCartney
Marc Jacobs

Florals are blooming in all
shades and forms this spring,
from bold graphic patterns
to demure blossoms and
painterly petals in
vibrant hues.
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Emporio
Armani

Carven

luxeFactor

PAMPERING PLEASURES FOR PARENTS

Begin your journey with a personal wellness consultation
with ESPA’s resident naturopath, Tiffany. Naturopathy
advocates the use of non-invasive therapies to promote
healing in the body, as opposed to mainstream medicine
and surgery. Prior to your consultation, you will be asked
to complete a comprehensive questionnaire covering your
dietary and lifestyle habits, health and body functions,
as well as any ailments that you might have. This allows
the naturopath to conduct a holistic assessment and
suggest improvements to your lifestyle and other beneficial
supplements to your overall health.

As Mother’s Day and Father’s Day beckon, a trip to the spa would be the ultimate treat for busy Moms and Dads,
providing a momentary escape from the hustle and bustle of work, life and kids. Cove Living features two luxurious
spas in Sentosa where you can indulge your parents in some head-to-toe pampering.

As part of a special Father’s Day promotion ($200 ++) for
Cove Living readers, ESPA is offering a 60-minute Deep
Muscle Massage and a two-course meal at Tangerine Spa
Café which focuses on healthy menus by celebrity chefs
Sam and Forest Leong. This promotion is available in the
month of June from Mondays to Thursdays.

MOTHER’S DAY

RETREAT AT AURIGA SPA
Nestled in the lush surrounds of Capella Singapore, Auriga
Spa has a compact, but no less luxurious range of facilities
designed to soothe frazzled nerves that one might be
carrying from the stress of a work day or the heave of
errands on a mother’s ever expanding to-do list. The spa
consultants recommend arriving 45 minutes prior to
your treatment time to calm your mind and body,
and settle into a relaxed state of being, so you can enjoy
the maximum therapeutic benefits of your treatment later.
The aromatherapy shower, herbal steam bath and vitality
pool with serene garden views are a treat in itself and
a pampering prelude to what lies ahead.
Auriga, whose namesake is a constellation in the Northern
Hemisphere, has a distinctive approach to wellness and
beauty based on the cycles of the moon. According to
the belief that different phases of the moon impact the
body’s energies in specific ways, its signature treatments
are designed to align you with the rhythms of nature for
your optimal wellbeing.
Available in the month of May, the Auriga Retreat ($350 ++)
comprises a 60-minute body massage and facial, coupled
with a 30 -minute ex foliation. You may choose your
treatments from the spa menu and/or have it customised
according to your specific needs. The therapists will tailor
your treatment based on how you are feeling on the day
of your visit, whether you need to soothe a stiff neck or
relieve your aching soles.
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Start your journey with a Full Moon Scrub with rose petals
and rose oil-infused salt and sugar, which will leave your skin
feeling restored and balanced. Auriga’s New Moon Massage
is particularly effective for allaying muscular tension, as it
features muscle manipulation techniques which help to ease
away tight knots whilst soothing the entire body.
Auriga Spa uses 100% natural and organic products from
The Organic Pharmacy, which is renowned for its roseinfused products. Depending on your skincare concerns,
you may choose from a Collagen Boost Anti-Ageing
Facial or a Deep Cleansing Facial. Alternatively, the Natural
Vitamin C and Papaya Enzyme Peel Facial is an ideal
all-rounder, beginning with an inhalation of fragrant jasmine
oil to relax the senses, followed by an exfoliation to remove
dead skin cells. The facial also boasts high-performing
lightening agents to reduce the appearance of age spots and
repair uneven pigmentation, before concluding with a collagen
mask to reveal a brighter and healthier complexion.
Indeed, a rejuvenating top-to-toe experience at the spa might
just be the perfect timeout that your busy Mom needs.
For enquires and reservations, please call +65 6591 5023 or email
spa.singapore@capellahotels.com.

FATHER’S DAY
RECHARGE AT ESPA

If your Dad travels too much, works too hard, or perhaps
takes a tad too long to recover from his sporting pursuits,
then a journey to ESPA might just be the ideal antidote.
The sprawling spa is a lush oasis with over 10,000sqm
of facilities amidst jungle-covered hillsides and verdant
landscapes set against the backdrop of the sea.
Located at Resorts World Sentosa, ESPA aims to provide
a holistic experience that encourages guests to consider
and nurture their own wellbeing. In an environment that
inspires relaxation and restoration, the team of wellness
specialists, therapists and staff take time to understand
your personal needs and preferences when administering
your treatments.
The spa is private and tranquil, offering plenty of personal
space to wind down and disconnect from urban life.
The Japanese-style onsen pools, rock sauna and crystal
steam rooms are amongst the more unique facilities
nestled amidst tropical gardens and vitality pools in its
indoor and outdoor relaxation areas.
PHOTOS: © RESORTS WORLD AT SENTOSA PTE. LTD. All Rights Reserved.

At ESPA, it is easy to spend half a day or more, just unwinding
from the hectic pace of life and recharging in this selfcontained haven of rejuvenation. If you are looking to treat
Dad to something even more special, ESPA’s signature
Hammam Ritual is an ideal choice as it is the only spa in
Singapore to offer an authentic Turkish bath experience
in a traditional Hammam setting. Beyond this, there is
much more to discover, from luxurious beach villas to
fitness facilities and classes, day retreats and longer term
memberships that would surely bring your father some
respite from the pressures of everyday life.
For enquires and reservations, please call +65 6577 8880 or email
ESPA@rwsentosa.com.
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With its outdoor terrace, cobalt accents and whitewashed
walls, the restaurant exudes Grecian charm and hospitality,
offering the ideal setting to experience the true flavours and
cuisine from this Mediterranean gem. A lively bar counter
with a mural of Mykonos island, complemented with rustic
furniture, artefacts and lanterns imported from Greece,
add to the vibrant atmosphere. There is also an open
concept kitchen where guests can watch the chefs in action.
The menu features a wide range of hot and cold meze
(appetisers), classic salads, and traditional Greek entrées
made from recipes handed down from generations. Diners
can enjoy a selection of lamb chops and sausages, meats,
seafood and fish from its charcoal grill, as well as innovative
highlights such as Gioyvetsi Garida, a Greek short pasta with
Mediterranean red prawns, cherry tomatoes and saffron.

GRECIAN ODYSSEY

Sentosa Cove resident Juliet Poh, together with her
daughters Mabel and Christie, savoured a feast of Grecian
specialities at Mykonos on the Bay. Christie says,
“This place has a very welcoming ambience with friendly
people. The restaurant’s operations director, Corrado
gave us a wonder ful introduction to all our dishes.
I loved the Mykonos Dip Platter, which was a medley of
eggplant, fava (split peas) and carp roe dips served with
reshly-baked pita bread. The creamy white carp roe
spread with yoghurt was my favourite!”
Juliet remarks, “The menu is excellent and the rose wine
is very good too. I like that the restaurant is facing the
waters, though I wish that the speed of service could have
been faster.”

With a cool breeze streaming into the blue and white interiors
of Mykonos on the Bay, it’s easy to find yourself drifting away on
a holiday escape to the idyllic Greek isles. After all, the restaurant’s
waterfront location on Quayside Isle presents the perfect
backdrop for an authentic Greek Taverna, reminiscent of the
myriad eateries on Mykonos’ seaside promenade lined with
boats bobbing atop the Aegean sea.

Baklava

Classic Greek Salad

Cove Residents Juliet Poh and her daugthers Mabel and Christie,
with Mykonos on the Bay operations director, Corrado.

Mabel notes, “It’s a nice place to unwind after a long day
at work. I feel totally relaxed here, like I’m on a beach in
Greece! We had a lovely educational chat with Corrado,
who took time to share with us his experiences with food
and the specialities on the menu. Two thumbs up for the
Grilled Octopus, which was served with a delicious marinade
that was fresh, acidic and well-balanced in flavour. We also
enjoyed the desserts tremendously, notably the Baklava,
a Greek filo pastry roll with bitter chocolate, orange zest and
walnut filling, spiced with clove and cinnamon. The Pagoto
Giaoyrti, a homemade Greek yoghurt ice cream with acacia
honey and walnuts, was also memorable.”
In addition, the family feasted on Greek classics such as
Moussaka (a rich eggplant casserole with braised beef sauce
topped with béchamel), Gemista (oven-baked Baldo rice
and Greek herbs stuffed with Roma tomatoes with yoghurt
mint sauce), and a Gyros Platter of house-smoked shaved
pork steaks.
For an authentic taste of Greece, Mykonos on the Bay won’t
disappoint. In fact, it just might spark your wanderlust for
a blissful Grecian getaway.
For enquires and reservations, please call +65 6334 3818 or email
mykonos.sentosa@gmail.com.
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Grilled Octopus
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What is the best whisky you’ve ever savoured?
Wherever I go, I’ll try a new Single Malt Whisky to expand
my knowledge and probably one of the best I’ve had so far
is the Imperial 29 Year Cask Strength Edition, Vintage 1982.
What’s the most prized whisky at the WOW?
That would be the Bowmore Gold and Bowmore White,
Vintage 1964, which was a distillery release in very limited
quantities. It has been one of the top collector Single Malts
and is priced at S$18,000.
The WOW offers three types of premium whiskies – the single
cask, cask strength, and un-chill filtered single malt. What
exactly do they mean?
Single Malt refers to the standard range of whiskies from
one distillery. Single Cask means that the whisky is limited
to a particular cask and choosing the right cask is crucial in
acquiring the most exceptional quality. Cask Strength whisky
is whisky that has not been diluted with water after years
of maturation, resulting in more distinct flavours and
a higher alcohol content.
For whisky novices, what is the best way to approach, savour
and appreciate whisky?
I would start off with a Sherry Cask Whisky, probably aged
between 15 and 18 years. Drink it neat at room temperature.
Take your time to savour and smell the aroma of the whisky
before sipping it, and allowing the whisky to roll over your
tongue before swallowing.

Whisky is fast gaining ground as one of the most popular tipples to savour
after a long day, with a growing number of connoisseurs in Singapore
developing a taste to discern the finest single malts.
The World of Whisky (WOW) Bar at Mövenpick Heritage Hotel, Sentosa,
is a plush spot to enjoy or purchase over 250 exclusive varieties from different
regions in Scotland. Helmed by whisky authority Christoph B. Nyfeler,
The WOW is directly affiliated to the Hotel Waldhaus am See in
St. Moritz, Switzerland, which holds the Guinness World Record for having
the largest whisky collection of over 3,500 labels. The WOW Bar also has
a cigar lounge and a dining room where it hosts Whisky Dinners on the
last Thursday of each month, as well as casual Whisky Symphony nights
on Fridays from 7pm to 10pm, featuring a free-flow selection of five single
malts served with tapas.
Cove Living chats with The WOW’s Christoph B. Nyfeler for his insights on
the world of whisky.

What makes a whisky unique? How do you tell between a good
whisky and a great one?
Many factors are involved in making a distinctive whisky,
such as the passion of the owner or master blender of the
distillery, the distillation process and quality of production,
using the right cask and how the whisky is finally bottled.

How often do you bring in new whiskies at the WOW?
Our range of Single Malts may change daily, whenever we see
new and interesting products or when we have new arrivals
or special editions from Scotland and our bar in Switzerland.
In April, we expect to receive about 20 new Single Cask
editions, with a special focus on smoky Isle of Islay whiskies,
which are becoming increasingly difficult to find.
How do you host a great whisky dinner?
When planning a whisky dinner, consider the range of
flavours from the food and whisky, paying special attention
to dominating flavours in the dishes which can influence
the taste of the whisky. If you are having a five-course dinner,
it is important to build the palate gradually, taking care not
to overwhelm the senses at the beginning. Entertain your
guests with surprising facts and interesting stories about
the distilleries and whiskies that you’re serving, and create
a memorable evening for everyone at the table.
Some of my favourite pairings are a Honey Mustard Lamb
Rack paired with a Bunnahabhain 32-Year-Old WOW
special edition; Papillion Roquefort with a drop of Forest
Honey paired with a smoky Bowmore 30-Year-Old Cask
Strength Edition; and Homemade Black Whisky Truffles
along with a Sherry Cask Matured Glenfarclas 21 years
or older.

You can determine a great whisky from a technical and
personal perspective. From a technical point of view,
whisky tasting engages your senses – your eyes, nose
and palate consider the balance of taste, character and
finish, as well as how interesting and rare the bottle is.
Then you have the personal point of view, which is purely
based on an individual’s understanding and taste. You know
you love it, but sometimes you can’t explain why. But that’s
good, so the whisky can retain its secrets.
What’s your whisky of choice at The WOW?
It very much depends on how I feel on that day. At the
moment, my personal favourites are the Kilchoman 2006
Vintage Release and the Glenrothes 17 Year Old, in addition
to the range of Glengoyne Single Malts.
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Easter Sunday Magic
ON SENTOSA

What would Easter be without the ubiquitous egg hunt and a good
Sunday brunch with the whole family? Cove Living rounds up some
of the coolest Easter celebrations around the island.

EASTER MORNING EGG HUNT
AT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS SINGAPORE

Start your day with a park-wide egg hunt followed by a scrumptious feast
at our Easter Breakfast Buffet. Join in the egg painting activities before
spending the rest of day on the exhilarating rides with the whole family.
This promotion is available throughout the Easter weekend from 18 to 20 April.
Activities and breakfast are available from 8am to 10.30am (last egg hunt
is at 9.30am). Priced at $118 ++ per adult and $93 ++ per child, inclusive of
one-day passes at the park. Easter morning passes (with breakfast) are priced
at $55 ++ per adult and $45 ++ per child.

PRIZED PEACOCK EGG HUNT

AT CAPELLA SINGAPORE

Celebrate Easter with a Mediterranean lunch buffet at
The Knolls, featuring a variety of epicurean delights including
freshly shucked oysters from Cadoret, one of France’s oldest
farms. Children will be treated to fun-filled activities, games
and an exciting hunt for three coveted peacock eggs hidden
within the lush grounds of the hotel. Depending on its size,
each egg yields a prize of a one-night villa stay, dinner for two
at Cassia or a 90-minute massage at Auriga Spa.
Available on 20 April from 12.30pm. Priced from $188++ per adult
and $78 ++ /$118 ++ per child (aged 4-6 / 7-12 years old).

BRUNCH AND BUNNIES
AT MOUNT FABER

Why not make it a family outing to remember? Take the kids on
a cable car ride to Mount Faber and enjoy a delectable brunch at
Spuds & Aprons restaurant overlooking gorgeous views of the
Harbourfront precinct.
Be entertained by a roving magician and embark on an egg hunt
filled with hidden prizes. Make some bunny friends and learn
how to love and care for them the right way at the awareness
and adoption drive by the House of Rabbit Society of Singapore.
Available on 20 April from 11am to 3pm. Priced at $55++ per adult and
$18++ per child.

A ROCKIN’ GOOD TIME
AT HARD ROCK HOTEL

Enjoy an Easter Sunday lunch buffet at Starz restaurant,
starring a traditional leg of lamb, freshly-baked hot cross buns
and a basket filled with chocolate eggs, alongside other
highlights including a fresh seafood and Japanese corner.
Kids will have a whale of a time at the Kidz Hard Rocking
Easter Party, where they can get their face painted in
a myriad of colours, join an egg hunt, watch a movie or enjoy
a spellbinding magic show.
Available on 20 April from 12noon to 5pm. Priced at $68++ per adult
and $22++ per child.

CHOCOLATY FUN

AT MÖVENPICK HERITAGE HOTEL
Indulge in an amazing array of Swiss chocolate delights themed
in the spirit of Roald Dahl’s magical tale of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. Look out for the 100kg giant chocolate bar
and a host of Easter-themed desserts on the international
buffet spread at Tablescape restaurant. Young ones will enjoy
fun activities such as cookie decorating and colouring.
Available on 20 April from 11am to 3pm. Priced at $78++ per adult
and $39++ per child.
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EASTER EXTRAVAGANZA

AT THE SINGAPORE RESORT AND SPA SENTOSA,
MANAGED BY ACCOR
Enjoy a lavish Easter Sunday Champagne Brunch with a raw seafood bar,
foie gras station and a luscious array of specialties including Poached Mini
Lobsters and Roasted Whole Lamb on a spit. Chocolate aficionados will melt
in delight at the opulent display of Easter rabbit-themed chocolate desserts,
complemented with a crêpe live station.
At the kids’ room, children can learn to bake hot cross buns or unleash their
creativity painting chocolate eggs with icing sugar. Other highlights for
the little ones include a movie room with old cartoon favourites, as well
as a bunny booth by the House Rabbit Society of Singapore. Let the kids
express what Easter means to them in an Easter Drawing Competition,
where the winning picture with the most number of ‘likes’ on the hotel’s
Facebook page will score a champagne brunch for four persons.
Available on 20 April from 12noon to 3pm. Priced at $160++ per adult and $65++ per child.

For those who wish to be creative in the kitchen, the bunny-themed Easter
Baking Class is where you can learn to bake beautifully embellished bunnyshaped cookies, cupcakes and cake-pops.This class is conducted by Pastry
Chef Eddy Yau.
Available on Saturdays from 19 April to 10 May at $50++ per person.
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GAUDI
GASTRONOMY
Millions of visitors flock to the city of Barcelona
for two reasons, to explore the visionary works of
modernist architect Antonio Gaudi, and experience
the culinary traditions and fantasies expressed in
this gastronomic mecca. Constantly toeing the line
between history and innovation, the Catalan capital
is a hotbed of creativity, endowed with an imaginative
soul that reveals itself in its unusual landmarks,
artistic culture and a cuisine that beckons you to
expect the unexpected.

Antonio Gaudi’s best-known buildings are found in the
elegant Eixample district, along the fashionable Passeig de
Gracia, the city’s main shopping thoroughfare. Much of
Gaudi’s inspiration is drawn from the sinews of nature,
from the waves of the ocean to the skeletal structures
of plant and animal forms, depicted in the undulating
structures of Casa Mila and Casa Batlló.

Gaudi’s penchant for transforming functional necessities into
fantastical forms is reflected in Casa Mila, also known as
La Pedrera, named after the wavy façade of a stone quarry.
Tourists swarm to its roof terrace to marvel at its swirling
chimneys and sculpted ventilation towers before heading
down to view an exhibition dedicated to the accomplishments
and inspiration of the architectural genius.
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Embellished with colourful mosaics, Casa Batlló is another
storied Gaudi icon rich in symbolism and detail. It stands
proud along a famous stretch of modernist buildings
collectively known as the Block of Discord. Resembling
a dragon’s back, its vibrant rooftop houses a whimsical
medley of chimney stacks, whilst its loft interiors are
upheld by a series of 60 catenar y arches in a space
evocative of an animal’s ribcage.
Amidst all of Gaudi’s wonders, his crowning glory is
undoubtedly the unfinished La Sagrada Familia, where
he devoted his final years before his untimely death in
a tram accident. His colossal masterpiece is as fascinating
on the outside as it is within. The church has three distinct
façades each portraying the birth, death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ, as well as 18 towers representing the
twelve apostles, four evangelists, Jesus and the Virgin Mary.
Completed by Gaudi, the gothic-styled Nativity façade
abounds with intricate details and biblical characters,
in stark contrast to the minimalist Passion façade which
was finished with sculptures by Josep Subirachs following
Gaudi’s death. Inside the basilica, a forest looms with
towering columns and branches inter twined with an
inventive myriad of geometric forms, creating structure
and artistry true to Gaudi’s reverence for nature.

No less famous than Gaudi in the culinary realm are the
Adrià brothers of El Bulli fame, the pioneer of molecular
gastronomy that has since closed to pave the way for more
casual dining experiences, further pushing the boundaries
of Catalan cuisine. Alber t Adrià, the younger brother
of the venerated Ferran Adrià, is now the man to watch in
Barcelona’s dynamic dining scene.
While the Spanish tradition of tapas continues to dominate,
the innovative morsels that pop up on the sharing plates
are pretty much left to the imagination, especially if you
are at one of Adrià’s eateries, all located within a twoblock radius in the Paral-lel neighbourhood. His playful
tapas joint Tickets, Japanese-Peruvian eatery Pakta and luxe
gastrobar 41ºExperience have been drawing crowds, as will
his latest Mexican restaurant Yauarcan, opening this April.
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